Figure 6.9: Future 66 dB Noise Contours – Canterbury Drive to SH 83
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Drainage improvements
Improved roadway alignment to flatten grades and maximize available sight distance with
retaining walls used to minimize ROW
 Signal or roundabout conversion at Furrow Road
 Fairplay Drive signal, roundabout conversion or stop control with left‐turn acceleration/merge
Project Segment C – Centered on Forest Drive Loop
Improvements recommended for “Project/Segment C” reduce steep grades and flatten the curve
within the segment. The upgraded interim two‐lane cross section for this segment includes shoulders
and intersection upgrades. Grading and retaining walls are located to not preclude future widening.
 Improved roadway alignment to flatten grades and maximize available sight distance with
retaining walls used to minimize ROW impacts
 Standard lane widths/shoulders
 Turn, acceleration/deceleration lanes
 Drainage improvements
Project Segment D – Centered on Roller Coaster Road
Improvements recommended for “Project/Segment D” reduce steep Roller Coaster Road intersection
approach grades as required for signalization or possible conversion of the intersection to a
roundabout. The upgraded interim two‐lane cross section for this segment includes shoulders and
intersection upgrades. Grading and retaining walls are located to not preclude future widening.
 Improved roadway alignment to flatten grades and improve sight distances with retaining walls
used to minimize ROW
 Standard lane widths/shoulders
 Turn, acceleration and deceleration lanes
 Signal or roundabout conversion at Roller Coaster Road
 Drainage improvements

7 Conceptual Roadway Plan and Profile
7.1 Corridor Preservation Basis
As part of the corridor study, conceptual plan and profile design was completed as the basis for
identification of right‐of‐way requirements and for the development of conceptual cost estimates. The
plan and profile design is based on an ultimate 4‐lane configuration of Highway 105. As part of the
process of the plan and profile development process, conceptual earthwork cross sections were also
developed and used as the basis for determining the need for retaining walls and/or additional right‐
of‐way or slope easements.
7.2 Project Segments
To help facilitate funding as it comes available, the corridor was broken into four project segments in
which distinct improvement packages are proposed. It is anticipated that needed improvements for
the balance of the corridor, which include shoulder and intersection improvements, will be completed
in association with improvements to the identified segments, as funding permits.
The following describes each segment and the proposed improvements. The bases for the estimated
costs for each segment are detailed in Chapter 8, Cost Estimates and Phasing Options. Project A is the
first priority for final design and construction when funding becomes available. The remaining projects
have not been prioritized.
Project Segment A – I‐25 to Lake Woodmoor Drive
Improvements recommended for “Project/Segment A” include intersection upgrades, sidewalk
extensions, and an “ultimate,” four‐lane cross section within a minimal cross section that minimizes
right‐of‐way impacts.
 Four lanes, two in each direction, using retaining walls to minimize ROW
 Continuous sidewalk on at least one side
 Curb and gutter on full segment
 Signal or possible roundabout conversion (Gold Canyon Road or Lake Woodmoor Drive)
 Standard lane widths/shoulders
 Turn, acceleration and deceleration lanes
Project Segment B – Lake Woodmoor Drive to Martingale
Improvements recommended for “Project/Segment B” reduce steep grades within the segment. The
upgraded interim two‐lane cross section for this segment includes shoulders and intersection
upgrades. Grading and retaining walls are located to not preclude future four‐lane widening should
future traffic operational analysis determine that widening is needed.
 Standard lane widths/shoulders
 Turn, acceleration and deceleration lanes

7.3 Conceptual Roadway Plan and Profile
Conceptual plan and profile design of the interim 4‐lane rural and the ultimate 4‐lane urban sections
are shown in Figure 7.1 through Figure 7.19. Although the existing right‐of‐way limits have not been
confirmed, parcel limits are shown to provide a preliminary understanding of existing right‐of‐way.
Required future right‐of‐way limits are indicated in the plan views by virtue of toe of slope limits and
retaining wall locations for the ultimate rural and urban 4‐lane cross sections. Grading and retaining
walls for the interim rural sections will be located and constructed as would be required for the
ultimate 4‐lane rural section. Were roundabout options to be constructed, additional right‐of‐way
would be required for the intersection, with less right‐of‐way required for approaches.
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Figure 7.1: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 1
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Figure 7.2: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 2
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Figure 7.3: Conceptual Plan an d Profile – Sheet 3
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Figure 7.4: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 4
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Figure 7.5: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 5
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Figure 7.6: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 6
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Figure 7.7: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 7
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Figure 7.8: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 8
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Figure 7.9: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 9
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Figure 7.10: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 10
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Figure 7.11: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 11
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Figure 7.12: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 12
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Figure 7.13: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 13
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Figure 7.14: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 14
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Figure 7.15: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 15
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Figure 7.16: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 16
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Figure 7.17: Con ceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 17
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Figure 7.18: Conceptual and Plan Profile – Sheet 18
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Figure 7.19: Conceptual Plan and Profile – Sheet 19
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8 Cost Estimates and Phasing Options

standard lane widths; intersection channelization improvements to provide left‐turn, right‐turn and
acceleration/deceleration lanes with adequate storage lengths to handle design year traffic volumes;
construction of retaining walls as needed to accommodate proposed cross section with minimal
impacts to adjacent properties; roadway drainage and water quality improvements needed to
accommodate additional paved area; and signalization of, or construction of a roundabout at an
additional intersection (Gold Canyon Road or Lake Woodmoor Drive), with construction of left‐turn
acceleration lane (onto Highway 105) for the retained stop‐controlled intersection. Although a Gold
Canyon/Lake Woodmoor Drive signal is priced/roundabout may be constructed in lieu of a signal. The
concept level cost estimate for Project/Segment A recommended improvements is: $4,507,831.29.
Project Segment B – Fairplay Drive/Furrow Road Segment
Recommended “Project/Segment B” improvements include various upgrades needed to address
operational, capacity and safety deficiencies within the project segment extending from approximately
1990’ west of Fairplay Drive to 1685’ east of Furrow Road. Project elements include: final design and
constructions of improvements to include provision of standard shoulders; intersection channelization
improvements to provide left‐turn, right‐turn and acceleration/deceleration lanes with adequate
storage lengths to handle design year traffic volumes; construction of retaining walls as needed to
accommodate proposed rural/hybrid cross section with minimal impacts to adjacent properties;
roadway drainage and water quality improvements needed to accommodate additional paved area;
modification of substandard vertical curves as needed to meet standards and maximize sight distance
between approximately 1100’ west of Fairplay Drive and approximately 1685’ east of Furrow Road;
signalization of the Furrow Road intersection or conversion of that intersection to a roundabout
configuration, and reconfiguration of the Fairplay Drive intersection to include a left‐turn (out of
Fairplay Drive) acceleration lane or conversion of that interchange to a roundabout configuration.
Costs for right‐of‐way acquisition are not included; however concept level cost estimate contingencies
should be adequate to cover limited right‐of‐way acquisition. Although a Fairplay Drive upgraded T‐
intersection and a Furrow Road signal are priced, roundabouts will be considered and may be
constructed in lieu of the priced improvements. The concept level cost estimate for Project/Segment B
recommended improvements is: $10,735,869.06.
Project Segment C – Centered on Forest Drive Loop
Recommended “Project/Segment C” improvements include various upgrades needed to address
operational, capacity and safety deficiencies within the project segment from approximately 1990’west
of West Forest Drive to 915’ east of East Forest Drive. Project elements include: final design and
constructions of improvements to include provision of standard shoulders; intersection channelization
improvements to provide left‐turn, right‐turn and acceleration/deceleration lanes with adequate
storage lengths to handle design year traffic volumes; construction of retaining walls as needed to

The Highway 105 Corridor Study identified overall project involves safety, geometric and capacity
(widening to 4 lanes) improvements to Highway 105, between Woodmoor Drive and State Highway
(SH) 83. Four project segment areas, selected based on continuity of type and location of primary
improvements, comprise the primary focus of the recommended Highway 105 Corridor improvements.
The first of these focus areas is Project Segment A, the urban roadway segment between Woodmoor
Drive and Lake Woodmoor Drive. The second area, Project Segment B, extends from the Lake
Woodmoor Drive terminus of Project Segment A to just east of the Furrow Road intersection. The
third area, Project Segment C, extends from 1990’west of West Forrest Drive to approximately 915’
east of East Forrest Drive. The final area, Project Segment D, extends from 1980’ west of the Roller
Coaster Road intersection to 660’ east of that intersection. Although no priorities have been set for
implementation of improvements in these four focus areas, the County has secured FY 2014 Federal
funding to support implementation of Project Segment A improvements, within the most congested
segment of the corridor. It is anticipated that improvements to the balance of the corridor (Project E),
which includes three corridor segments, would be completed together with adjacent focus area
improvements rather than as a separate package or packages. Widening of the rural portion of the
corridor to four thru travel lanes, two in each direction, would occur in the long term, only as need is
dictated by future growth in corridor travel demand.
The planning level cost estimate for the overall improvements, including five project packages, is
approximately $27,000,000.00. Although the improvements will be built to accommodate future
widening of the full corridor to four thru lanes, two in each direction, project segment cost estimates
do not include the cost of widening the rural portion of the corridor to four thru lanes (for Project
Segments B,C and D). Intersection improvements are priced for signalized alternatives. However,
roundabout alternatives will be considered and may be selected during preliminary and final design
development. Roundabouts would have a larger footprint and, in some locations would require
additional right‐of‐way acquisition and earth work that is not included in the conceptual cost
estimates. Descriptions of recommended improvements for the four focus areas and the balance of the
corridor are provided below, together with detailed concept‐level cost estimates.
Project Segment A – Woodmoor Drive to Lake Woodmoor Drive
Recommended “Project/Segment A” improvements include various upgrades needed to address
operational, capacity and safety deficiencies within the project segment between Woodmoor Drive
and Lake Woodmoor Drive. Specific project elements include: final design, right‐of‐way acquisition,
and construction of improvements to include: widening of the project segment roadway to four (4)
thru travel lanes, two (2) in each direction; addition of sidewalk to provide continuous sidewalk on at
least one side of the roadway; extension of curb and gutter along the full project segment; provision of
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accommodate proposed rural/hybrid cross section with minimal impacts to adjacent properties;
roadway drainage and water quality improvements needed to accommodate additional paved area;
and modification of substandard vertical curves as needed to meet standards and maximize sight
distance conditions within the Forest Drive project segment. Costs for right‐of‐way acquisition are not
included; however contingencies should be adequate to cover limited right‐of‐way acquisition. The
concept level cost estimate for Project/Segment C recommended improvements is: $5,776,672.53.
Project Segment D – Centered on Roller Coaster Road
Recommended “Project/Segment D” improvements include various upgrades needed to address
operational, capacity and safety deficiencies within the project segment extending from approximately
1980’west to 660’ east of Roller Coaster Road. Project elements include: final design and construction
of improvements to include provision of standard shoulders; Roller Coaster Road intersection
channelization improvements to provide left‐turn, right‐turn and acceleration/deceleration lanes with
adequate storage lengths to handle design year traffic volumes; construction of retaining walls as
needed to accommodate proposed rural/hybrid cross section with minimal impacts to adjacent
properties; roadway drainage and water quality improvements needed to accommodate additional
paved area; modification of substandard vertical and horizontal curves as needed to meet standards
and maximize sight distance conditions within the Roller Coaster Road intersection project segment;
and signalization of the Roller Coaster Road intersection or conversion of that intersection to a
roundabout configuration. Costs for right‐of‐way acquisition are not included; however concept level
cost estimate contingencies should be adequate to cover limited right‐of‐way acquisition. Although a
Roller Coaster Road signal is priced, a roundabout will be considered and may be constructed in lieu of
the priced signal upgrade. The concept level cost estimate for Project/Segment D recommended
improvements is: $2,088,092.33.
Project Segment E – Balance of the Corridor

Basis of Costs
Unit costs and contingencies used to estimate Highway 105 improvement costs were derived from cost
data for recent local highway projects, CDOT cost data. This local data and was supplemented by
current RS Means unit cost data as needed. Cost estimate development also used a review iterative
process in which unit costs were updated based on current CDOT and El Paso County bids results.
Quantities were calculated from concept level design drawings (plans and profiles) for the interim and
ultimate preferred alternatives as applicable.

Recommended “Project E” improvements include various upgrades needed to address operational,
capacity and safety deficiencies within the rural project corridor, east of Lake Woodmoor Drive, that
are not included in Projects B, C, or D. Improvements for these three noncontiguous project segments
do not include modification of vertical or horizontal curves to address inadequate sight distance.
Project elements include: final design, and constructions of improvements to include provision of
standard shoulders; intersection channelization improvements to provide left‐turn, right‐turn and
acceleration/deceleration lanes with adequate storage lengths to handle design year traffic volumes;
and roadway drainage and water quality improvements needed to accommodate additional paved
area. Costs for right‐of‐way acquisition are not included; however concept level cost estimate
contingencies should be adequate to cover limited right‐of‐way acquisition. The concept level cost
estimate for Project/Segment E recommended improvements is: $4,073,822.98.
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9 Public Process

Figure 9.1: Distribution of Public Comments by Topic

A multi‐tiered public/stakeholder coordination process was used to engage El Paso County staff and
elected officials, businesses and residents along the corridor, CDOT, the Town of Monument, and the
general public. Each of these groups were engaged through a variety of formats including project
meetings, individual meetings, small group meetings, formal presentations, telephone conversations,
direct mailings, a project website with comment function, and three open house public meetings.
Figure 9.1: Distribution of Public Comments by Topic provides a summary of the relative importance of
key corridor issues from a public perspective.
9.1 Project Coordination Meetings
Throughout the project development phase, the project team conducted bi‐weekly coordination
meetings. Special purpose meeting were held to support open house preparation and to provide
interactive input from County staff for alternatives development. Two briefing meetings were also held
with the Town of Monument staff to gather development plan input and to brief Monument staff
regarding study progress and planned public meeting content and format. Monument was also briefed
on meeting outcomes.
9.2 Stakeholder Coordination
In addition to the project coordination meetings, the project team held one‐on‐one and small group
briefings with potentially impacted individual homeowners and neighborhood organizations.
9.3 Elected Officials
County Commissioners were included in direct mail invitations to the three public open houses. The
Commissioner for the district in which the project corridor is located attended all three public
meetings. He was also provided a briefing package, including a PowerPoint presentation that was used
as part of a separate Town Hall Meeting briefing with a focus on on‐going County infrastructure
improvement projects.
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9.4 Public Open House Meetings
Three public open house‐format meetings were held to introduce the Highway 105 Corridor Study to
the general public, to present initial study findings and to present updated study findings. The
meetings were held on August 2, 2011, February 28, 2012 and July 10, 2012. The final meeting was
held jointly with CDOT Region 2, providing a venue in which updated findings and recommendations
for the separate SH 83/Highway 105 intersection upgrade project could be presented. All meetings
were well attended with close to 100 participants in attendance at each.
9.5 Project Website
A project website (www.105corridor.com) was developed and maintained throughout the
development phase of the project. It is anticipated that the website will be continued through design
and construction project phases. The website houses downloadable presentation materials from the
public open houses as well as more detailed technical reports. Throughout the project development
phase, the website also incorporated online public comment functionality.
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